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Summary 

Industrial automation system ability to ease factories and manufacturing applications by 

using advance technologies like robot has gone beyond replacing manually practiced jobs 

but to the integration of machines and materials for time and cost efficiency. Today the 

robot receives almost utmost degree of significance in automation process in all fields of 

manufacturing systems. Robots as flexible tool that can carry varieties of tasks with great 

accuracy, speed and durability make its way to every possible application that done 

manually or hard automation in the pass. Number one advantage robot has outnumbered 

the other candidates as an automation choice is ability to clearly run the process in 

simulation and offline programming which is a proper solution to save time and money. 

This thesis report discusses the automation process of car seat cushion moulding clips 

mounting. It discusses how robot simulation answers questions concerning the cushion 

clips mounting. A ROBCAD simulation is conducted and a work cell with selected robot is 

simulated. Methods for selection of the robot are presented and robot work cell is built the 

robot performance and results are presented at the beginning. A clip mounting gripper is 

developed and a discussion of the actuation system is given. The thesis also entitled 

discussions in parts that considered completion of the robot work cell these parts are parts 

feeding system and the tracking of the moving work object.
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CHAPTER 1   INTRODUCTION 

1.1 MOTIVATION  

The prominent importance of robot in production hasn’t been so critical until 
potentially turn high in recent time. As global competition increase, 
companies looking for better solutions that help shape the production 
landscape in areas like production cost, efficiency and the labour 
requirement. On the other hand, it come the lower robot prices and higher 
reliability both accuracy with respect to repeatable positional accuracy and 
durability in terms of absolute industrial environments. To help producers 
achieve their production goals and increase their position in the market 
industrial robot are taking greater instances and becoming a necessary 
parts of manufacturing. Robots are used with considerable numbers in a 
whole host of manufacturing applications: mostly in assembly, material 
handling, welding and other applications with little less intensity. As 
referenced in [1, 2] the time required for implementation is low and 
production through output rate increment is fatal. Beside quality 
enhancement, dangerous and undesired jobs elimination. Reduced labour 
cost and obtain reliable operation are most desirable reasons for robot 
automation discussed in [3]. Robots are accurate and provide consistency 
at speed that means higher production value [4]. At one fundamental level 
the overall aim is to produce a product with sufficient number, quality, low 
cost and finished at desired time rate. Industrial robots as a tool in 
manufacturing system has gained ground with most those criteria. The time 
used in past by human labour or some of hard automation devices for tasks 
has been extremely reduced. With development of high performance robots 
the time set for transition in operations has been removed through the robot 
simulation tools. Consequently, robotics research continuously seeks to 
improve productivity in manufacturing automation and became the major 
factor in the global economy. The aforementioned reasons and among 
many others have been an inevitable results and motive for many factory 
managers, scholars and engineer to rethink their automation system 
functionality and competitiveness. Basically the driving force for robot 
usability in automated manufacturing sector is lay behind the 
competitiveness which embodies all those factors. In the ground there are 
enough manufacturers who are looking for high quality automation and to 
promote robot technology in terms of material handling and assembly. 
Fehrer automotive is one of those engaged in developing and 
manufacturing automotive components. The company has already 
achieved to robotize some of its own process and ready to expand what it 
has started. So in sense of offering new research project in robotization is 
noting new just new window of robot application. This thesis project is an 
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attempt toward practical solution to one industrial operation by providing a 
low cost, high performance robot work cell and to use the robot technology 
to gain manufacturing enhancements by automating manual work. 

1.2 THESIS OBJECTIVE 

The purpose of thesis work is to investigate to automate the car seat 
cushion moulding clips mounting and to find out whether the robot will be 
able to replace the manual work with desirable reliability. The sub-objective 
to the project could be concluded in the following 

. Promote automated solutions for car seat cushion clips insertion using 
robot technology 

. Understand the task priorities and determination and verification of 
appropriate robot  

. Determination of process equipment that meet handled process including 
robot end-effecter and appropriate feeding system  

1.3-Delimitation 

This master thesis work is limited to ten to twelve week study time. To 
deliver a convenient solution to robotize manufacturing work cell in such 
limited time is of course impossible. Instead work have been carried out to 
layout all the problems and constraints that will be needed to accomplish 
the whole robotization of process. All necessary equipments and process 
parameters are discussed and special arguments and what will be needed 
to consider in design. 

1.4-Thesis outline 

CHAPTER 1 CHAPTER 1 describes the thesis motivation, the 
purpose which the thesis carried out , delimitations 
and at the end the thesis outline are  presented  

CHAPTER 2 CHAPTER 2  gives  background for the project ,the 
problem specification and complete literature review 
and some theory needed to understand  the entire 
parts that project cover 

CHAPTER 3 CHAPTER 3 describes process of manipulator 
selection for the project, Parts models  creation , 
work cell layout and executing work cell simulation  
and analysis by using certain method and technique. 
The chapter end with conclusions from the work cell 
simulation  
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CHAPTER 4 CHAPTER 4 presents design of the gripper system, 
start with short introduction about gripper design, 
following with gripper design approaches and 
techniques. After that the report gives detailed 
discussion about clips mounting special gripper 
proposal, its mechanisms. Then details about gripper 
actuation will appear after. Upper hand to pneumatics 
actuations will be given and how to control it. the 
chapter will end with conclusions 

CHAPTER 5 CHAPTER 5 presets the automated parts handling 
and automatic feeding system in manufacturing. 
Gives short introduction about parts handling then 
goes to vibratory bowl feeding in some more details. 
Using the clip demonstrates the methods and 
techniques in parts orientation domain. Describes 
proposal of clips conveyance to the robot tool. 

CHAPTER 6 CHAPTER 6 gives descriptions about conveyor 
tracking principles in robotics applications specially in 
moving work piece and how to tackle that. It gives 
methods to track both linear and circular moving 
objects.  Takes in mind the clips mounting process is 
continues operation mean the objects moving in 
circular motion  
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CHAPTER 2   BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE SEARCH 

.BACKGROUND 

The automotive interior manufacturing system embodies sophisticated and 
fairly tolerable products includes seat and seat components among other 
things which make modern car stay alive with customer demands. These 
seat components are made in separate manufacturing process and make 
its way out to complete seat assembly line at the end. One of most 
important and profound part of the seat is seat cushion both in rear and 
bottom sides. A vehicle seat cushion moulding manufacturing system is a 
complete plant which forms a production line and process equipments. 
Cushion production line mainly consists of a rotary table serves as a base 
element for operating stations. On the top of the base a rectangular shape 
mould carriers are arranged into equal distances along the rotary table 
circumference. The mould which is formed from male and female dies 
accompanied with other peripherals is fastened in the mould carrier. During 
production the base rotary table rotates with constant speed to enables 
working on the different stations possible. A seat cushion pad itself is made 
integrally from moulding a block of foamed material like polyurethane or 
other mixed materials. The traditional methods used to be in the process of 
manufacturing car seat cushion is based on wires being placed in moulding 
tool contours created originally from  the mould design level. The wires are 
surrounded by foam when the foam injected into the mould cavity. These 
wires are used to mount the car seat covering to the seat base. The wires 
components are inserted inside the mould cavity individually by hand along 
side with other components whatever necessary. However, small plastic 
clips as illustrated in figure 2.1 are used in most of today car seat cushion 
moulding process as alternatives for new generation of car seat cushion 
constructions. The new clips are used instead of old wires due to a faster 
assembly process. The cushion is usually comprised of one or more 
grooves, which extend at the bottom surface of the seat cushion. Grooves 
are used as crimping channels to attach seat trim to the moulded cushion. 
For attachment purposes clips are embedded within the seat cushion and 
partially inside the grooves. The seat trim could then be attached safely to 
the exposed portions of the clips by means of shaped pins. In a production 
cycle of the seat cushion moulding preassembly operator places inserts the 
clips into a tinny cylindrical vertical opening in mould cavity and adjust it. 
These vertical opening is designed to hold the clips so that its lower part 
remains exposed after the moulding process take place. 
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FIGURE 2.1 MOULD SURFACE WITH CLIPS 

 The insertion of clips into the mould cavity in seat cushion moulding 
process as depicted in figure above require considerable effort in work load 
in manual work as it’s done today. Beside the insertion of clips done by 
hand it cause some hand injuries and could suffer some potential human 
error due to repetitive manual work. Consequently, the company has put 
forward research effort and offered a choice to automate the process of 
clips insertion to the mould cavity as alternative from what it’s at present.  
The clips insertion operation robotizition is a rather large step to be 
considered. Changing from manual process to partly or fully robotized and 
automated equipments require tremendous amount of redesign, 
automation of the operation tasks, and more than one adjustment effort. 
Moreover, it is not only a matter of this particular process equipments 
automation using the robot but also the way the new automation plan 
interacts with entire plant. Therefore, the mission is: 

To develop an approach for forming a customized robot cell for automobile 
seat moulding clips mounting which address the characteristics of such 
operation and consider attributes of clips mounting  operation. 

The research methodology followed with this project is the inductive 
hypothetic cycle. This method is based on the inductive case studies and a 
term that encompasses a range of instructional methods. From the 
beginning guidelines and states of actions have been designed for 
mobilization of clips mounting operation. The approach associated with 
extensive case study to determine the process equipments needed to 
achieve the automation process. The first parameter set for case is to 
identify the existing handled item and the accompanied equipments 
including the drawings, specifications of the clips, mould, rotary table, 
dimensional tolerances and speed and direction of motions. To accomplish 
this number of studies for the handled equipments have been conducted on 
behave of the vehicle seat moulding process professional and engineers.  
Activities pursued to design robot work cell. 
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Work cell robot model selection 

Robot model verification using simulation approach 

System simulation 

 design of gripper 

Clips feeding system proposal 

Conveyor tracking system principles discussion 

As a leading point the inductive method simulation have been chosen to 
conduct the robot model verification using the popular robotics simulation 
tool which has proven to be solid work base for problem solving and could 
estimate fundamental robotized process parameters. ROBCAD Robot 
simulator tool is consists of robot hardware simulator and a robot control 
program, which enables user to simulate robot hardware in graphical media 
incorporation with control system. The approach uses the off-line 
programming as technique often used in robotics domain. Simulation 
verifies that robot can reach all work cell location that required completing a 
particular task without collisions with other elements inside or around the 
work cell.  

 .LITERATURE SEARCH  

Like in many engineering situation an extensive literature research have 
been performed investigate the possibilities and existing techniques how to 
automate the car seat clips mounting operation. The items reviewed could 
be categorized under robot work cell design topic and they are enlisted as 
follow: 

Manipulator selection 

Robot cell layout 

Robot gripper  

Parts feeding systems 

Conveyor tracking principles 

 .Manipulator selection 

Robot selection procedure usually performed first according to the 
requirements and characteristics of the given manufacturing work station. 
These requirements are technological, design and economical with good 
safety. There is considerable literature review in the domain for reliable 
robot from different types and assignment of workstations where can meet 
the necessity of the given work. The first is proposed by [2] and is called an 
intelligent knowledge based system for robot selection. The inventor of the 
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method developed planning for human knowledge in robotics domain 
gather it in usable database. [3] Invent robot selection attributes digraph 
and matrix method, which use industrial robot attributes important for a 
given application. The method first define attributes for robot work cell like 
cost, load capacity, type of control, repeatability, accuracy, degree of 
freedom and many other required attributes. Many others like [4] presented 
the user data envelopment analysis for technology selection which calls for 
tow phase decision model for manufacturing technology selection. Some 
use genetic algorithm for robot selection like [5]. Even though all these 
methods will lead to optimal selection of robot but at the same time it’s hard 
to practically implement in the real time or accessible to any project or 
researchers in the world of robotics.  

.Robot cell layout 

An accepted work cell layout approach is to use interactive placements of 
cell elements then test validation by graphical simulation for all work tasks. 
This approach is completely depends on designer knowledge and 
experience especially in appointed manufacturing workstation environment. 
However, in parallel there are several literature discussions and 
development methods for robot cell layout suggesting optimal, economical 
and time reserving cell configuration. Automated planning of robot work cell 
layouts [6] developed algorithm that configure robot cell components and 
generate optimal free coalition path for work piece handling. The advantage 
of this method is the overall work cell layout is optimized synchronously 
with work cell task instead of an optimization of locations of single cell 
elements in interactive method. In [7] a method is presented that plans 
robot task to be time optimal by planning optimal robot motions between 
locations of workstations within robot envelope. System software supposes 
to combine interactive and automatic options to generate the optimal robot 
motions and designing wok cell layout. [8] Invent pure cycles in flexible 
robot cell layout that determine proper number of workstations within robot 
envelope that minimize cycle time for the process. it suppose computation 
time such as work piece handling time and travel times among workstations 
is critical for placement order of cell components. 

.Robot gripper  

Gripper as robot part that is in contact with work piece and has ability to 
grab, hold or manipulate it. Huge number of gripper’s types and 
manipulation mechanisms exist with clear purpose and construction 
definition from books and researchers as well as automation craftsman. [9] 
Has a complete review in grippers and they can be categorized in terms of 
operation which is mechanical, electrical and Structural. Regardless of the 
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requirements of the application which gripper has to handle the work 
piece? Any general gripper efforts to manipulate a work piece in automated 
process will be exemplified for the following characteristics: 

- Should be able to handle the work piece 

- Durable in process environment conditions  

- High accuracy and repeatability in terms of placements and positioning 

- Cost effective 

- Should be easy to implement and maintain  

- Compatible with robot arm and controller 

 [10] Presented good ground in gripper function, type and actuation 
methods. Grippers are mainly actuated by four types of actuators methods 
and there are other methods as well. 

-Manual actuators (hand crank, levers) 

- Electrical means (electrical motors, solenoids) 

- Pneumatic actuators (pneumatic cylinders) 

- Hydraulic actuators (hydraulic cylinders) 

 [11,12] all presented different ideas about robot gripper design using 
parallel jaw with tow fingers or more than tow fingers with different 
methodologies according the manipulated object requirements. [13] 
Presented type of gripping methods like suction cup reviewed in [13] and 
some rare grippers which use magnetic force to grab the object but these 
types always used in micro processing gripping. 

.Parts feeding systems  

Parts feeding systems is a machine with accessories that has ability to 
separate, orient and convey the parts to the robot place. . [9] Gives detailed 
explanations about the feeding system clearly. According to [9, 16, 17] the 
feeding system is comprised from three subsystems: 

- Separation 

- Orientation 

- Presentation or conveyance 

Separation is the process of separating the parts from bulk or mass of parts 
to the individual items. The problem of parts separation is most unusual for 
every group of similar parts and it’s rare to find automated technique for 
parts separation. All existing techniques performing parts separation are 
proposed by trial and error for particular part. 
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-Orientation is the process of orienting the separated parts from random 
positions to the predetermined of possible orientation. Mainly orienting 
devices in automation process could be classified under tow categories: 

- Passive orientation device  

- Active orientation device   

-Presentation or conveyance is the activity of transporting the separated 
and orientated parts to the location where a manipulating device or robot 
tool can comfortably perform an operation on the parts. Mechanisms that 
used to convey the part are series of conveyors in case of horizontal 
conveying, inclined chutes, slopes, hoppers and tubes or even 
combination. 

The parts must be conveyed fully separated and oriented to the robot, so 
that the robot need not complete these assignments at the expense of 
increased cycle time. 

In order to be able to call it as an ideal parts feeding system these 
characteristics should be ultimately necessary to comply: 

Inexpensive to buy and operate  

Easily configurable 

Easily scalable 

Highly efficient 

Robust in factory conditions 

. In [15] robot assembly parts presentation is discussed. the general 
characteristics of an automatics feeder for parts presentation that for robot 
must have a high general purpose content and low special purpose 
content, so that the robot flexibility is not compromised by inflexibility of its 
feeder. [16] Presented design of a flexible parts feeding system which 
considered the orientation of the parts during insertion affects the choice of 
handling device and number of robot degree of freedom. [17, 18] have 
discussed that parts classification is important to define the feature that 
relevant for the selection of handling devices and vision guided handling.  

.Conveyor tracking principles 

As long as the process of car seat cushion moulding clips mounting deals 
with moving rotary table, it is necessary to include the fundamentals of the 
robot conveyor tracking in work task automation. Robot conveyor tracking 
or simply manipulator working on work piece that is travelling along certain 
path linear or circular is built upon the coordinated work object concept. 
There are several methods to track conveyor [19] presented intelligent 
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synchronized robot and conveyor system which consider tow approaches 
variable up locations for the robot or fixed work location using the CCD 
camera to detect the object. Dynamic tracking line is method presented by 
[20] this method discuss tracking of the work object within the working 
region of a robot with strong respect to workspace. The method has 
formulated tow main considerations equations of the motion of a robot and 
maximum permissible line speed. [21,22] proposed a method track control 
of a moving conveyor with feedback control sensor placed on the moving 
conveyor to measure the relative positions of the working places  and work 
piece.[22]presented automated tracking and grasping of moving object with 
stereo camera to track an object. 
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CHAPTER 3 MANIPULATOR SELECTION AND SYSTEM 
SIMULATION  

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter will describes manipulator selection for the clips mounting 
operation and its verification and system simulation with modelling and 
suggested work cell layout. Conclusions are given toward the end for the 
selected robot behaviours and performance. 

3.1 Robot selection  

At start the most crucial decision is to select an adequate robot for the car 
seat clips mounting operation as long as this operation going to be driven 
by industrial robot. With aforementioned enlisted requirements and 
attributes are going to be viewed with analysis in terms of the task that on 
hand and importance of the attribute. Synchronized with the project 
approach of inductive study have been done first to characteristics for car 
seat cushion moulding clips mounting operation. Decision was made to visit 
the factory and meet with the engineers and take close investigation about 
the clips mounting operation. Form information gathered the table bellow 
shows initial investigation result for the task important parameters needed 
for the robot selection phase. 

 

equipment characteristics 

A clip Dimensions mm(50*30*1 with headed dia 

10 and 10 length at centre) 

Weight   less than 3 gram 

Material  plastic  

mould Moulds with different sizes shapes are 

exist which represent the different cars 

seats cushion models 

Number of clips in one mould range 

from 2- 18 clips  

Mould carrier Inner dimensions or mould cavity 

750*750 mm 

That suppose to be the working space of 

the robot  

Working height of the mould carrier in 

the rotary table is 1000mm 
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Tilting angle of the mould 20 degree 

forward 

Rotary table  Rotates at constant of  90mm/s or 0.714 

rad/s and expect to increase after 

automation process and will be 0.96 rad/s 

with 13m diameter there is 30 mould 

carriers on it that mean a mould carrier in 

every 1361.4 mm circumference 

Table.1 shows the equipments characteristics of clips mounting process 

The next step that require considering and for the sake of minimizing the 
robot search options is the question of vendors. Preselection of robot 
manufacturer will ease the burden greatly to the robot selector and decision 
makers in several ways especially if the factory has experienced using 
robot application in operation other than current one. So the question has 
been answered by the factory itself that ABB robots are running in the 
factory shop floor the other manufacturers’ option eliminated. Now 17 or 
perhaps more than 17 robot manufacturers are eliminated from the short 
list of the search. Other factor that will make easier for search is the 
required robot is light duty robot. To find robot the operational 
characteristics that much particular task first the clips mounting operation 
requirements have to be defined. If we look back to the table 1 the robot 
have to work on the 750*750 mm mould cavity that mean any robot with 
reachability more than 0.8 m with light payload and .1mm overall tolerance 
will be good solution. High accuracy and position repeatability will be 
needed as well in top priority position. With modified speed of the rotary 
table shortest cycle time should form a cornerstone for the robot. After that 
come other attribute like power consumption, mounting style, safety and 
cleanness factor. After this point we have looked at the quotations of 3or 4 
of light duty ABB robots in table 2 below. 

ABB 

robot 

Pay 

load 

kg 

Reachability 

mm 

Accuracy 

mm 

Repeatability 

mm 

Tcp 

Speed 

m/s 

Power 

consume 

Kw 

Possible 

mounting 

IRB140T 6 810 0.03 0.03 2.5  0.4  Any 

angle and 

height 

IRB140 6 810 0.03 0.03 2.5  0.4 Any 

angle and 

height 
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IRB1410 5 1440 0.05 0.05 2.1 0.58 floor 

IRB1600 6 1200 0.05 0.05 2 0.58 Floor, 

wall, 

inverted , 

tilted 

Table.2 some of ABB light duty robot operational characteristics 

These materials have been obtained from ABB robot commercial website 
robots data sheets any robot individually and believed to be correct and 
trustworthy. The decision have been made for ABB IRB140T robot from the 
numbers in the table selected robot has the most compiling characteristics 
the only difference with IRB140 is little more fast that the cycle time for 
irb140t is 0.77 s and irb140 is 0.85 s  and can be mounted at any angle the 
candidate robot is presented in figure.1. Remarkable notice is this robot 
has been recommended by experts even before the method is done and by 
all mean we have arrived to the same conclusion. The proceeding step is to 
verify the selected robot by simulation and that is the next phase of the 
report.  

 

FIGUIRE 3.1 ABB IRB140T 

3.2 Creating parts models and building mould carrier model 

In this section three-dimensional CAD models representation of the parts 
models will be created with real dimension tolerances to be used in robot 
verification and later for system simulation.  
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-Mould carrier 

Mould carrier is the main working equipment that will carry the mould and 
will represent the working table of car seat clips mounting operation work 
cell. Its model represented in figure 2 shows bellow: 

 

FIGURE3.2 MOLD CARRIER 

-Rotary table  

As mentioned in the table rotary is a flat circular disc carries the mould 
carriers. The figure 3 shows the geometry of it. 
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FIGURE3.3 THE ROTARY TABLE 

 

-The clip 

The clip is modelled as in figure 4 bellow. 

 

FIGURE3.4 THE CLIP 

-The mould 

The mould model have been obtained as IGES file from the factory and 
converted to ROBCAD components using DATA conversation function in 
ROBCAD which convert any CAD file using  the robface  interface and then 
to ROBCAD components and entities. Mould as ROBCAD 3-D component 
shows in the figure 5. 

 

FIGURE3.5 THE MOLD 

3.3 Models layout 

Before simulation a work station devices have to be laid out as exist when 
production is running. The robot work cell interactive layout approach has 
been followed in this report. Those parts models are playing the structural 
elements of the cushion clips mounting workstation. Models are created as 
simple geometries rather than complex but with correct dimensions to give 
correct representation of the clips mounting work station. As mentioned 
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earlier in this report the operation is composed from the rotary table carries 
the mould carrier (30 mould carrier at the time of operation) and mould 
carrier is tilted forward 20 degree to enable mounting of clips manually 
while the carrier in motion. When particular mould conveyed to working 
point according to rotary table speed a worker have 16.8 second before the 
carrier pass the working zone. This working zone is 12 degree rotation of 
the rotary table during this time number of clips required to the mould 
passing the work station will be mounted. The mould is attached to the 
mould carrier then later placed all together to the rotary table.  A complete 
workstation of clips mounting process figure 6 depicts it as in production 
today. 

 

 

FIGURE3.6 CLIPS MOUNTING WORKSTATION 

3.4 Defining motion destinations in the simulation layout 

The clips positions are the robot motion destinations in the layout. 
Coordinates frames are created at the centre point of the clip insertion in all 
clips positions on the simulated mould there are 15 clips positions. First 
step is to test of selected IRB140T robot for reachability to all clips 
positions on the mould and then for the entire the mould carrier inner 
surface for different mould models expected configurations. The 
reachability test has verified that selected robot ABB IRB140T is capable to 
reach working area of the mould carrier and has convincingly showed that 
with certain configuration the mould carrier will be under its working 
envelope. 

3.4.1 Robot performance behaviour recognition 
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As mentioned above the robot is capable to perform the working positions 
assigned to it but as we are looking afterward to best cycle time the robot 
can offer when executing these motions. Because it’s possible to mount 
this robot in any angle by iterative simulation approach the result has 
yielded that the best configuration to give best cycle time is to mount 55 
degree downward in front of the work station for this project. Other 
behaviours like interact with feeding system and grippers will be confirmed 
when it possible.  

3.4.2 Executing work cell simulation and analysis 

After all work cell components are laid out to simulate entire work cell the 
following steps are performed to get executable program for the robot and 
models as well since we have moving circular rotary table. 

Step1: 

Clips positions working frames definition with proper orientation with 
respect to the rotary table 

Since the clips is inserted vertically to the assigned position extra frames 
defined above the clips positions 

 Path is created from initial position above the first working clip the path is 
created for 9 clip positions that is maximum cycles robot can make before 
the mould carrier pass the robot envelope 

All created location are attached to the mould 

Motions attributes are assigned to the path locations these motions 
attribute include (speed, motion type, zone, etc)  the table bellow show 
positions attributes for robot path 

 

Position Motion type Speed Zone  

1 MoveJ V max Z1 

2 MoveL V 100 fine 

3 MoveJ V max Z1 

4 MoveL V 100 fine 

5 MoveJ V max Z1 

6 MoveL V 100 fine 

7 MoveJ V max Z1 

8 MoveL V 100 fine 
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9 MoveJ V max Z1 

10 MoveL V 100 Z1 

 

Table.3 Motions attributes for simulated path 

Step2: 

For simulation all needed locations are created in sequence of operation 
(SOP) and rotary table motion destinations are set 

Operations are created (rotary table movement, robot path executions) 

Step 3: 

simulation run is conducted 

models and robot behaviours is observed , errors are discovered and some 
alteration in program and robot configurations are done at the time 

 

 

Figure3.7 simulated work cell 

3.5 Conclusions     

After number of alterations and robot configurations are conducted on the 
clips mounting operation elected work cell with a lot of possible ways the 
main simulation gives the following conclusions: 

. IRB140T has confirmed that it will be possible solution for car seat 
cushion moulding clips mounting operation in terms of reachability  

. The cycle time for the robot to mount 9 clips with above motion 
prosperities is 8 seconds without delays to mount the clips even though the 
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fine zone will make robot pause in the point but that does not count as stop 
to mount when the real work come there will be more than 4 seconds to go 

- Mould models are varied and numbers of clips in one mould are more 
than 9 in some models so as long as only nine cycles possible with this 
robot tow robots will be needed to mount all the clips of the mould 

- According to the above tow robot will be needed in the clips mounting 
workstation because the moulds models are varied from 2 to 18 clips 
moulds  

-So IRB140T will be a solution in terms of cycle time if the feeding system 
and gripper are not compromised to the robot what I mean by this if the 
feeding system and the gripper able to transport the part at the robot tool of 
course this need customized design for both. 

- Although the paths are created with shortest possible distances that robot 
will follow it will be needed more research to optimize these hoping to 
decrease the cycle time 

- Still there are possible configurations for the robot to look for because 
there are no limitations of mounting angle degrees or positions  
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CHAPTER 4 DESIGN OF THE GRIPPER SYSTEM 

4.1 Introduction 

 A robot end effecter or the gripper is a device that enables the robot to 
grab or manipulate work pieces. A good example to define a gripper is the 
human hand. In larger concept the gripper’s job is not only the grabbing but 
also hold, tight, handle and release a work piece. As one of important 
automation system devices the gripper can be tooled to a robot or to other 
stationary device. Great numbers, styles and sizes of grippers exist in 
automated manufacturing system. Appropriate model can be selected for 
particular application or even designed if a work piece required more 
degree manipulation.   

 4.2 Gripper design approaches and considerations 

Robot gripper design approaches are always related to the work piece and 
the ways of manipulation with force needed to grip and hold the work piece. 
So the gripper design is always as stated by many applications and 
researchers dictated by the work piece geometry, material and volume 
what will be done with it. Generally the jaw grippers are mostly used and 
reliable in manufacturing operations. These jaw grippers all lay under same 
manipulation concept either tow fingers or more than tow and parallel or 
angled. The second type of grippers design approaches are vacuum cup 
grippers to used suction force to grip and these types are used for small 
light objects and they are not so reliable with heavy objects. Some other 
types of design exist like used electromagnetic to grip special objects. 
Combining these design approaches for the gripper to manipulate certain 
work piece or group of similar work pieces there are several strategies to 
design gripper for flexible manufacturing from interchangeable gripper to 
universal grippers and multi fingers and so on. The mostly used of these 
flexible grippers in automation systems are reconfigured one. Whatever 
design approach the designer take or degree flexibility used in the gripper it 
will be absolutely necessary to maintain the aforementioned general terms 
to become feasible gripper for the process. However, in some time it will be 
existence of some sort of barging for design priorities. 

4.3 Gripping problem for cushion clips mounting 

The car seat cushion moulding clips insertion process as stated in the 
simulation conclusions phase need a type of gripper to cope with robot 
cycle time which is the gripping system of this  robot must be through the 
robot arm. Any attempt to present the parts on the other work cell level or 
positions will be inadequate for the selected robot to meet the needed cycle 
time which is 16.8 second currently and 12.5 second in the future and that 
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is time to inert 9 clips. The restriction here is somehow great for the gripper 
to allow the robot to accomplish its task by relaying on its ability to fully hold 
the clips and sense it’s the position fast. Some part of this task will be 
assigned to the feeding system which will cooperate with gripper. So the 
trend is to design a customized gripper and feeding system that will make 
this possible. 

4.4 Design of cushion clips mounting gripper 

Before gripper design phase there are several issue needed to be 
addressed. After the clips mounting specifications are identified and the 
specific requirements of the task that the clips mounting operation must 
achieve during the cycle time. 

The gripping scenario proposed for clips mounting is to present the clips by 
delivery feeding system that will present the clips at the robot tool through 
the gripping system that mean the clips will be presented with 
transportation tubing chute directly to the gripper with appropriate 
orientation. In the mean time this is only scenario we have can assure 
meeting that goal.   

The conceptual role of the gripper is to grab the work piece hold with force 
sensing and release it at determined position or in some cases manipulates 
its orientation. In case of the clip gripper these roles will slightly change in 
terms of release and holding the clip. the function is  to sense , hold and 
mount  the clip to determined position on the mould cavity with convincing  
functionality 

One important factor is gripper total weight because IRB140T robot 
capability to payload is decreasing if the centre gravity of the carried 
gripper away from the sixth axes that will restrict gripper design in range of 
100 to 150 mm height if the load will be more than 5 kg 

Good opportunity for load issue is the clips weight less than 0.003 kg and 
with current dimensions will give possibility to design small and light 
gripper. To accomplish the task of the gripper design approach have been 
developed for functional model by breaking down the functions of the clips 
mounting gripper as shows in the diagram 
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DIAGRAM.1 FUNCTION DECOMOSITION OF GRIPPER 

These main gripper parts are the concepts generator for gripper and these 
three are area that strongly needed to be addressed at the beginning by 
steps. 

- The clips movements within the gripper 

- Inductively we have to think about the action or in other movements the 
gripper should perform during the clip mounting and before that 

- Specifications of the clip geometry  

- The clips follow rate inside the gripper and accelerations 

- Some of these concerns have to do with actuation methods when 
designing a gripper its necessary to determine the actuation methods. Also 
the actuation methods which the gripper depend on it to function will be 
selected according to the economical and easiness to control and 
implementation and there are other matters concerns an application. 
According to study conducted with different actuation methods the selection 
have yielded to the pneumatic actuation for number of reasons 

- Since the number one concern is weight the pneumatics cylinders are 
generally lighter than other tow systems and the option of using the 
vacuum cup and electromagnetic is out of this gripper consideration 

- They are good in quick actuation 

- These pneumatics cylinders are inexpensive and easy to control 

- Even thought the electrical motors are better in control but they are 
generally heavy      

- by pneumatics actuation any rotational movements inside the suggested 
gripper is avoided because it will add extra weight to it these elements are 
usual power transmission elements like gears ,cams and pulleys or even 
toggled 

GRIPPER 

FUNCTION ACTUATION 
METHOD 

CONTROL 
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- In control parts the matter is control strategies and sensing requirement of 
the parts any one of these will produce more subtasks and list of priorities 
always needed to be checked. 

4.4.1 Mechanism description and kinematics 

The suggested gripper is a simple mechanism to understand it comprises 
from tow main parts. Each of these tow parts use one mini pneumatics 
cylinder for actuation to generate needed linear motions for required 
distances. The tow linear motions are capable to move the parts and mount 
the clip on the mould cavity. The first cylinder is situated at start when the 
clips pass the transport channel and where it helps to position the clip in 
correct position bellow the second cylinder after sense it. This part we can 
call it a separate gripping component which transform the movement of the 
actuation cylinder to the movement of the clip instead of finger or jaw in 
conventional gripper. The end of the cylinder rod is connected to sliding 
element that will cause the clip move linearly 35 mm with required 
acceleration. The second component of the gripping system is the 
mounting or releasing which use vertically installed cylinder to achieve tow 
functions. First job of the cylinder is slide between tow sliders built specially 
to keep the clip held with spring supported in the wall of the gripper, the tow 
sliders links are working as parallel jaws in terms of open and close. The 
second job of the gripping component is to push the clip in to the mounting 
position when the robot tool reaches the mould cavity.   

 

FIGURE4.1 GRIPPING SYSTEM OF THE CLIPS 
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The good thing of this whole gripping system is no chance of the object slip 
from the gripper during the robot acceleration due to the load force or 
frication. As stated earlier the source of kinematics of the gripping system is 
tow mini pneumatics cylinders 

SMAPLES DEFINITION 

P:              Pressure in bar 

Fc:            force acting on pushing link 

Fg:            force acting on the clip considered gripping force 

Fs:            force acting on sliding link for cylinder 2 

D1, D2:           diameter for cylinder 1, cylinder 2 

: d1, d2:          rod diameter 1, rod diameter 2        

L0:            cylinder1 height 

L1:            total rod1 + stroke length 

L2:            pushing link height 

L3:            cylinder2 height  

L4:            total rod2 + stroke length  

L5:            link2 height 

Lp:           pushing distance or stroke1 

Ls:           stroke 2  

S:             moving distance for link 2 
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FIGURE4.2A DISTANCES AND CTING FORCES 

The length of piston rod for tow cylinders are estimated as follows: for the 
first cylinder which the outstroke required lay between 30mm to 35 mm is 
50 mm and 3mm diameter because it works against load less than 3g in 
this construction and the second cylinder is 40 mm with 8mm diameter and 
the out stroke is govern by the construction of the sliding mechanism 
structure and dimensions could be range between 10 to 20 mm out stroke. 
The second cylinder out stroke will be a lot shorter than the first for 
acceleration reasons.     
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FIGURE 4.2 B DISTANCE AND ACTING FORCES 

4.5 Gripping mechanism pneumatics actuation 

As mentioned before the tow gripping components are actuated by tow 
pneumatics cylinders the reasons for selection of the actuation methods 
are clear from the beginning that the biggest tow concerns are total load of 
the gripper and rapid  actuation. In addition to that pneumatic actuation is 
simple since there is air in the working place there will be no difficulty to 
regulate the air pressure to operate them. 

4.5.1 Selection of the type and size of pneumatic actuators  

Pneumatics cylinders are designed in various ways and sizes depending 
on the application or in fact on the thrust force or out stroke of the piston 
and stroke length. In this gripping mechanism only the cylinders needed to 
consider are double or single acting cylinders. In the figure 2b if the Fg is 
against the tow sliding links and the clip after force analysis of the 
component that will be the thrust force in the cylinder 2. From the thrust 
calculated the diameter of the piston and the pressure of the compressed 
air could be determined and length as well. There are standardized tables 
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to select a piston diameter and rod diameter for particular thrust force. In 
dynamic application like clip mounting operation which rapid acceleration 
needed to develop necessary speed for clip pushing and mounting the 
thrust will be divided to tow. One is used to move the load and the other to 
create back pressure to help exhausting the air in other side of the cylinder. 

4.5.2 Pneumatics actuator control circuit  

To control the speed of pneumatic cylinder is simple but could be rather 
difficult to select the optimal accessories because it depends on more one 
device. The mechanism operating speed will be depending on the cylinder 
size, pressure of operating air, working load, ports size and inlet and 
exhaust air valves and length and bore of the air hoses. 

The diagram bellow shows simple pneumatic system control circuit 

 

FIGURE 4.3 DIAGRAM OF PNEUMATICS CONTORL CIRCUIT 

When all parameters are set to operate the air will flaw from the air tank A 
to the pressure regulator B to regulate the pressure of each cylinder. There 
are number of ways to regulate and different capacities and types. After 
that every valve gets certain pressure to the three way valves to supply the 
cylinder by air. Cylinder C and D are single spring return cylinders and 
could be double acting  air return cylinders if double action is required 
instead of spring. Signals will be received through the regulator and will 
shift the each valve in time and pressure needed to create motion. Mounted 
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in accessories E and F will serve as stroke completion sensors to feedback 
if the cylinder has reached the end of the stroke. Other things require 
selection is tubing and fittings and some cases quick exhaust valves to 
increase the speed of cylinders.  

4.6 Conclusions 

On the proposed clip mounting gripper design establishment the following 
conclusions can be drawn: 

 - This establishment could be set as initial step toward the trend of creating 
a gripper that is capable to receive the clip through the robot arm and 
mount it in the mould cavity at the same time it’s designed purely to avoid 
the overweight and in that matter still in the desired range of weight with 
some necessary change could perform the task of clip mounting operation  

- Gripper actuation pneumatics cylinders need to be clearly selected after 
force and speed determination 

- As the gripper idea require more affective way to optimize it  

- There some concern about sliding mechanisms because the sliding 
mechanisms in some way lack precision because of friction 

- Absolutely necessary to make prototype of the gripper to change and 
optimize the functionality 
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CHAPTER 5 AUTOMATED PARTS HANDLING AND FEEDING 
SYSTEMS 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the parts handling and feeding systems as general 
accompanied with some illustrations about techniques used to orient the 
parts.  
5.2 Feeding system 
The most common type of the automatic feeder is the vibratory bowl 
feeder. This feeder system is most dominant in separating and orienting the 
small parts. 
5.2.1 Vibratory bowl feeder   
Vibratory bowl feeder is a device usually used to separate, orient and feed 
the component to be processed later on by robot or assembled. Figure 1 
shows a schematic representation of vibratory bowl feeder and 
accompanied subsystems. 

 
FIGURE.5.1 VIBRATORY BOWL SYSTEM [24] 

The orientation of the parts is accomplished in the vibratory bowl with 
different ways and methods during the parts travel along the helical tray. 
The design techniques and dynamics of the vibratory bowl will allow the 
parts to travel all along the tray. To design industrial parts feeder like bowl 
feeder is long trial process that could take months but to do so the designer 
need to know the geometrical complexity of the parts and the feeder and 
solid knowledge in parts orientation techniques.  
5.3 Parts orientation methods and techniques 
When the parts are fed on the vibratory bowl from the feed method without 
parts jamming they will start moving on the helical tray and the orientation 
tools are placed on the way to perform. Figure 2 portrays a tray with clip in 
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different positions expected to be if the bulk of clips are fed from possible 
feeder. 

 
 

FIGURE.5.2 HELICAL TRAY WITH CLIP 
The clip will possibly be in different orientation on the tray but these tow 
orientations the most expected when the bowl vibrate. Then how will be 
orientated to achieve desired position depends on the general variables 
that govern operation of bowl and the orientation techniques used. 
 Because orientation mean bring the part from different possible degree of 
freedom to one desired degree of freedom. Designers usually relay on tow 
types of devices to orient the part on the vibratory bowl tray as mentioned 
before. 

- Passive orientation device 
- Active orientation device 

 Passive device is to use mechanical filters to reject all the parts except 
those in a desired orientation. The rejected parts are fall back to the initial 
position to take another tray to pass the filter. Figure 3 explains some of 
those filters 

 
FIGURE.5.3 ILUSTRATES SOME OF BOWLTOOLING METHOD 

If we take the clip as example of part here after the clips inter the tray wiper 
1 on A or trap 2 on A will be needed at the beginning of bowl to separate 
the parts and bring them in individual items on the tray for father 
orientations. On other options than separation traps used to reject parts 
that moving on the tray by width specially parts with orientation similar to B 
in figure 5.2 or in some time could be a balcony. Grooves are generally 
used to orient parts with heads like clip. Groove 1 in B could be used to the 
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clip oriented with head down and use the cut off 2 in B to reject any part 
arrive in the same position with head upward. Any filter fixed on the tray or 
wall of the tray determined according to the general features of the part 
needed to be orientated. 
Active orientation devices are those used to orient parts without rejecting 
any one in unlikely orientation position. While the part is on the tray may 
have more than eight possible orientation position this depend on the part 
category active orientation devices or technique are employed to bring the 
part to one desired position. In most time it will be necessary for at least 
tow actions in some cases the part have to be oriented from position A to 
position B after that from position B to other C desired position. Usually 
these orientation techniques are preformed in linear vibratory trays.  
General methodology is to exploit the part geometry symmetry or 
asymmetry and centre of mass to change from one the position to another. 
One orientation technique will help explain these kinds of methods the 
figure bellow is an example to how geometry could help to orient the by 
active way. 

 
FIGURE 5.4 ACTIVE ORIENTATION TECHNIQUES  

From the figure 5.4 the clips are moving along the tray wit width dimension 
is only the width of the part and little clearance to allow the clips move 
without restriction of course there is possible orientation method used 
before to keep the current orientation and could be both passive and active 
orientation. But we need to orient the clip on position head downward not 
the contrast. One possible way to bring the head downward is to create a 
guide with slope angled in the figure. Because of the clip the centre of the 
mass is in the centre when it falls in the slope it will turn over and at guide 
will confront the groove. The head enter into the groove and it will continue 
its journey as in the figure which one of desired orientation. 
5.4 Parts conveyance system proposition  
  Clips conveyances system we proposed to lead the car seat cushion 
moulding clips mounting operation is to convey the orientated clips through 
overhead deliver chute which will be directly connected to the robot arm or 
with gripper. This conveyance system which is ultimate choice for now and 
which the gripper is designed upon its shape and ability to deliver parts in 
certain rate and orientation. This figure show how the suggested delivery 
system will be developed. 
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FIGURE5.5 SUGGESTED CLIPS CONVEYANCE SYSTEM 
As shown above the conveyance system will transport a clip directly to the 
robot gripper which have been described for this purpose earlier and the 
gripper will deliver it to the mould cavity. Important things for this 
conveyance system are the material which will be built because still the 
restrictions are more than here. The weight of the material must be from 
those with very low densities and height flexibility and durable enough to 
overcome the rotation of the robot arm and stiffness for tensional force of 
the movements during mounting. 
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CHAPTER 6 CONVEYOR TRACKING SYSTEM 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter will give overview to work object tracking principles in favors of 
tracking the clips mounting positions in the car seat cushion clip mounting 
operation. In most if not all assembly lines work piece is transported by 
some means from one workstation to other and the robot cell should be 
capable to perform the task while the wok piece is traveling between these 
stations if necessary. Robot work piece tracking functionality option is 
taking care of this task.  
6.2 Principles of conveyor tracking 
Generally the tracking of the moving work object is response of a system to 
follow the desired trajectory. The robot should be able to follow and 
execute the trajectory that for moving work piece on conveyor. The idea 
behind conveyor tracking system is result of coordinated work object 
derived from coordinated motion with external axes and to achieve this with 
following steps must be taken in consideration.  
- Well installed encoder with conveyor will give motion of the conveyor by 
sending pulses to control and reason is to synchronize the conveyor motion 
with robot motion 
- Conveyor is considered as mechanical unit   
- Conveyor unit base coordinate frame is defined  
- A user frame is defined on the conveyor and connected to conveyor 
movements  
- A work object is marked with conveyor unit and that is moveable  
- The robot movements are coordinated to the movements of user frame 
and connected to the conveyor and these frames are active if the conveyor 
mechanical unit is active 
- The locations of the user frames will depend on the conveyor movement 
- Queue tracking distance is a distance relative to conveyor and 
synchronization switch in meters or grades that encoder keeps tracking the 
object 
- Start window width is the area where all objects are tracked and eligible 
for use  
- Maximum tracking distance is maximum tracked distance for robot before 
dropping the object   
6.3 Tracking of the coordinate frames  
Frames that are used when a conveyor is tracked by robot TCP and all 
these frames by some way or other are defined relative to each other. 
- Robot base frame relative to world frame 
- Conveyor base frame defined relative to world frame 
- User frame coordinated to conveyor and defined relative to world frame 
via conveyor base frame  
- object frame relative to user frame 
The tow most affective frames are the conveyor base frame and the user 
frame in conveyor coordinated work object and the position of the user 
frame of coordinated work objected is calculated from the position of the 
conveyor base frame in meters in case of linear conveyor and in grades 
with circular one. 
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6.4 Linear conveyor tracking  
The figure bellow illustrates the physical components and relative distances 
in the linear conveyor tracking system. 

 
FIGURE.6.1 LINEAR CONVEYOR TRACKING 

At start when the work object passes synchronization switch and become 
within start window of encoder interface. A couple of signals will be send 
showing the object queue presence on the conveyor. To programme the 
tracking there number of rapid instruction and signals to track the object 
queue on the conveyor these instruction are on the following table. 
signal description 
CNV1 
C1object InQ 
C1Rem1POpj 
C1RemAllPObj 
C1DropWObj 
ufprog  
ufmec 
ActUnit 
DeactUnit  
WaitWObj  
DropWObj  
countPerMeter 
 
QueueTrckDist 
 

Conveyor mechanical unit 
Show object presence on the conveyor 
Drop pending object from object queue 
Drop all object from the queue 
Drop object from the queue and 
disconnect 
User frame programmed definition 
User frame mechanical unit definition 
Activating the conveyor unit 
Deactivate the conveyor unit 
Wait for a work object 
Drop a work object 
Gives number of count per meter of 
conveyor motion 
Queue tracking distance  

 
TABLE .6.1 shows some of RAPID programme instruction used 
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Sample version of programme for conveyor tracking system will be RAPID 
instruction program the following simple program could help guide some 
features about the conveyor tracking system: 
ConfL/Off; 
MoveJ p0, vmax, z1, tool1; 
ActUnit CNV1; 
WaitWObj wobjcnv1; 
MoveL p10, v1000, z1, tool1\Wobj:=wobjcnv1; 
MoveL p20, v1000, z1, tool1\Wobj:=wobjcnv1; 
MoveL p30, v500, z20, tool1\Wobj:=wobjcnv1; 
MoveL p40, v500, fine, tool1; 
DropWObj wobjcnv1; 
MoveL p0, v500, fine; 
DeactUnit CNV1; 
6.5 Circular conveyor tracking 
The circular conveyor tracking is same as the linear conveyor the only 
difference is that instead of measuring the conveyor movement in meters it 
will be in grades. The following set up is an attempt to depict the idea with  
clips mounting position as work object queue in the circular rotary table it 
shows the principles of tracking work piece moving in circular motion. Here 
instead of encoder pulses per meter of linear conveyor it will be pulses per 
degree of rotation of circular conveyor. The value angular movement is 
detected by encoder in degree radians. 
 

 
 

FIGURE 6.2 SHOWS CIRCULAR CONVEYOR TRACKING 
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Circular conveyor base frame will be defined in the centre of rotation and it 
will be relative to the world coordinate frame the x axes will coincide with 
0.0 rad where the start window begin. From conveyor calibration the 
synchronization switch will be placed before the 0.0 rad position and 
between these tow is the queue tracking distance. The robot may choose 
to start working on the object at the beginning of the start window or leave 
some space. In the clips position case the robot will start working on the 
first position with beginning of the start window. The user frame will be 
defined at the one corner of the mould carrier as one object and working 
objects positions will be defined on every working position as shown in the 
figure with red coordinate systems. The maximum distance will terminate 
before reaching the end of the 12 degree of rotation which specified for a 
mould carrier. Any object will be automatically dropped after that point. 
Robot control and encoder will continue tracking the object and connect 
with it until the maximum distance defined from the start window is 
reached. The rapid programme instructions shown in table above will wait 
for object to appear on the conveyor when the object appear it will start 
conveyor coordinated motion. 
7. Conclusions and recommendations 
A car seat cushion moulding clips mounting operation automation was 
initiated to improve overall performance of the process. A robot verification 
simulation approach has verified that the IRB140T with optimized speed 
can perform well the assigned task with required rapidness and meet cycle 
time of future operation characteristics. The obvious result was the work 
station need tow robots to fully accomplish the workstation task. The 
simulation approach also has shown that IRB140T will not be able to make 
nine 9 cycles without articulated method of feeding system and gripper to 
help decrease time use to pick and place of the clips. For this purpose 
special gripping system method was developed to function as insertion 
gripper. The features of the gripper and working methodology were 
discussed in details, the gripper mechanical system and integration with 
robot arm was given. An expected model of feeding system was proposed 
to serve as compliment to the gripper working method. These proposals 
with some necessary modifications and more studies can be effective parts 
on the clips mounting system.  
Future recommendations  
The result of the project work on this short term will not be enough to come 
to sufficient performance data to remove all error and mal functionalities of 
different parts. To continue this effort for sake evident future work the 
recommendations are as follow: 

- The robot reachability and ability to perform with current 
configuration was good but with simulation for possible 
configurations could lead to reduce in cycle time and that is 
preferable.  

- Robot with designed construction of the gripper collision detection is 
needed before properly gripper dimensions selection and configured 

- Detection robot ability to work with (MoveC) instruction with the 
same speed and working configuration because in same cases with 
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circular conveyor tracking in S4C control only circular motion 
allowed in tracking. 

- Gripping system designed theoretically functioning but some 
modifications with keeping in mind the dimensional restrictions 
allowed and casing rigidity required and this all will detected at the 
prototyping phase. 

- Gripper prototype need to be built for experiments 
- Feeding prototype need  to be built for experiments and one of the 

problems with clips is the weight so its going to be difficult for clips to 
flaw through incline chute in that case may be air jet will be 
necessary to force the clips in the delivery channel 

- It’s rather expensive to develop parts orientation device it will take a 
lot to time and cost this part is feasible to recommend the ready 
system from companies doing parts orientation system with 
recommended specifications.  
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